# Pediatric Radiology Conferences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sun</th>
<th>Mon</th>
<th>Tue</th>
<th>Wed</th>
<th>Thu</th>
<th>Fri</th>
<th>Sat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|    |  1 Chest lecture 7:15AM  
Chest/Card case conf 12noon |  2 Abd lecture 7:15AM  
IR case conf 12noon  
Interesting case NRF |  3 US lecture 7:15AM  
Brain Tumor 12noon  
Vasc Malformation Conf 2-5PM |  4 Neurorad lecture  
7:15AM  
Tumor Brd 12noon  
Interesting case IRF |  5 Fellow lecture 12noon |  6 |
|  7 |  8 MSK lecture 7:15AM  
MSK case conf 12noon |  9 IR lecture 7:15AM  
Abd case conf 12noon  
Interesting case NRF |  10 Fellow/PDR meeting  
Brain Tumor 12noon  
Interesting case PRF |  11 Neurorad lecture  
7:15AM  
Tumor Brd 12noon  
Interesting case IRF |  12 Fellow lecture 12noon |  13 |
| 14 |  15 Abd/GU lecture  
7:15AM  
RUN conf 12noon |  16 Abd lecture 7:15AM  
IR case conf 12noon  
Interesting case NRF |  17 MR/CT lecture  
7:15AM  
Brain Tumor 12noon  
Interesting case PRF |  18 Neurorad lecture  
7:15AM  
Tumor Brd 12noon  
Interesting case IRF |  19 Fellow lecture 12noon |  20 |
| 21 |  22 Chest/Card lecture  
7:15AM  
Chest Case conf 12noon |  23 IR lecture 7:15AM  
Pelvis case conf 12noon  
Interesting case NRF |  24 PF/FL lecture  
7:15AM  
Fellow Lunch 12noon  
Interesting case PRF |  25 Neurorad lecture  
7:15AM  
Tumor Brd 12noon  
Interesting case IRF |  26 Fellows Journal Club  
12noon |  27 |
| 28 |  29 MSK lecture 7:15AM  
MSK case conf 12noon |  30 Abd/Pelvis lecture  
7:15AM  
IR case conf 12noon  
Interesting case NRF |  31 NM Lecture 7:15AM  
Brain Tumor 12noon  
Interesting case PRF |  |  |  |